This paper discusses the formalization of relative clauses in Japanese based on JPSG framework. We characterize them as adjuncts to nouns, and formalize them in terms of constraints among grammatical features. Furthermore, we claim that there is a constraint on the number of slash elements and show the supporting facts.
Introduction
This paper discusses the formalization of relative clauses in Japanese based on JPSG (Japanese Phrase Structure Grammar) [I, 2] , which is a constraintbased grammar formalism like tlPSG(Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar) [7, 8] . We have worked on JPSG with Prof. Gunji, and also have developed a parser based on an efficient mechanism for dealing with constraints [3, 4, 10] to show that JPSG is effective even for the computational processing of natural language.
In the next section, we briefly introduce JPSG theory. Following a simple characterization of relative clauses in Japanese language in section 3, we disscuss the variety of acceptability in secton 4, and describe its formalization in terms of constraints among the grammatical features in section 5. And in section 6 we will claim that there is a constraint on tile number of slash elements and show tile supporting facts.
Basics of JPSG
This section describes a brief introduction to JPSG, which is a grammar formalism originally for the Japanese language. As with IIPSG, JPSG is feature based and constraint based grammar.
Features
Grammatical categories are represented as sets of features. We list the features used in this paper.
(1) Features used in this paper pos (part of speech) same ms in IIPSG. gr (grammatical relation) takes either subj, obj, or iobj as the value. subcat (subcategorization) designates the set of categories (complements) that a particular category (head) requires. Though we have to distingush two types of complements (is., agglutinated or not) in Japanese, for simplicity, we assume that subeat designates tile both types of complements. dep (dependent) designates the category that a particular category (adjunct) modifies. core roughly corresponds to CAT feature in tlPSG [8] . Tim value is a set of features including subcat feature and so-called head features such as pos, gr and dep. slash designates a syntactic gap within the grammatical category involved. sere (semantics) designates the semantic representation of the grammatical category involved.
In this paper, categories are designated by a left square bracket ("[') followed by an indefinite number of feature specifications (a feature name followed by its value) separated by commas(",") followed by a right square bracket ("1"). When the value is null or not relevant, the entire feature specification can be omitted. Traditionally the relative clause in Japanese has been considered as a kind of so-called ren-1ai syusyoku setu 'the clause for modifying noun'. Because it is charaeterized as an embedded sentence for modifying the head noun in the structure [s .
..]N, it can be considered ~.s an adjunct to the head noun.
In this paper, we adopt this idea. Thus, the structure of relative clause-head noun construction can be described as shown in Figure 1 , where the left daughter category is a relative clause, and the right daughter category is a head noun. The fact that the left daughter category has dep feature whose value l For example, when the left daughter and the head daughter have { A } and { B } as their slash feature value respectively, the value of slash of the mother will he { A, B } in most cases. llowever, in cane that A can be unifiable with B, the result can be { A ). Furthermore, in case that A (or B I is bound in the local brnaaching stnmture (as in Figure 4) , the result will be { n}(o~{A }).
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where II = {pos n} is unifial)le with the right daughter category, characterizes the left daughter (is. relative clause) as all adjunct. tlowever, we have to explain where this dep feature comes from. In Japanse, a relative clause ha.~ a tense form at its end. Thus we assume that tense form is categorized as a verb which takes a verb category as its coinplement, l"urthermore, we assume that for every tense form (e.g. -ta and -ru), tbere are two different lexieal entries With the same phouetic form, which we call the preaomiual tense form and the assertive tense form 2. Tile former type is assumed to be the ending form of relative clauses, and has a non-mall value in dep feature. This value is bound with the head noun of the relative clause a 4
Types of Relative Clauses Relative clauses can be classilled into the following three types in terms of their structural characteristics (where ¢ marks a gap):
SS: Simple Sentence
The relative clanse consists of a simple sentence, and the gap plays a role in that sentence, e.g. In order to simplify the formalization, we will regard the marginal cases as acceptable, and the result is shown in Table 2 . This simplification, however, may be too permissive, because usually in the RC clauses are acceptable only when tile gap's role is subject.
5
Formalization In this section we will formalize the syntactic structure of the relative clause in Japanese. First we will formalize the SS type relative clause. Then we formalize the distribution of the slash feature. And finally, we examine the other eases, that is, those in which the gap is derived in either an embedded sentence or a relative clause.
Simple Relative Clause
As discussed in section 3, a relative clause is regarded as an adjunct. Thus, the gap should be bound with tile dep feature value of the prenominal tense category.
As shown in the last section, gaps are not restricted to subjects or objects. Optional Adjunct 1 categories ('locative','goal' and 'source') can be a gap. Thus, for simplicity, we here assume that Adjunct 1 type roles are also designated in the value of subcat feature, Thus for kak.ta X (where X is a noun), there are at least two possibilities in the interpretation of the role of X, that is, either subject or object.
Distribution of Slash
As sentence (5) shows, there is a so-called longdistance dependency phenomenon in Japanese. Tiffs phenomenon is described by using the slash feature as in tlPSG. We will characterize the distribution of slash in tile following three sections. In the RC type relative clause, the gap is inherited from the innermost embedded clause to the outermost relative clause shown in Figure : the left daughter category corresponds to kak-ta houga yoku ure 'hook which ¢ wrote sells well'), anti the right daughter (i.e. the bead) to the prcnomiaal tense form -to, then the mother, kak-ta hon-ga yoku ure-ta, will he described as follows: v[core {dep {n[] }}] It should be noted that we do not necessarily need a specific phrase structure rule for the slash binding with tile dep [9] , though it may be uatural that we assume to have such a phrase structure rule as shown in Figure 4 .
Complex Relative Clause
In both ES and RC type relative clauses, the Binding Feature Principle specifies that a slash element which is introduced by the Subcat-Slash Lexical Rule is iuherited and finally bound with the dep value of the prenominal tense category in the ontermost relative clause. Figure 5 shows an example of such a structure. Constraints oil tile Number of Slash Elenaents As the consequence of tile constraints on slash shown above, an Adjunct 2 type role cannot construct ally acceptable rclatlvization, because it cannot introduce all clement of subcat ill ally lexical entries.
As discussed ill section 3, we assume tile relative clause of Japanese language is an adjunct, Thus ill the relativc clause, tile value of tile dep feature is bound with the gap. And according to tile Direct Binding Hypothesis which we proposed ill section 5, a subcat element call he directly bound with the dep.
Ilere, we will discuss why this hypothesis is correct.
Furthermore, we will show that if we adopt the Direct Binding Hypothesis, the number of slash elements can be at most one.
If we don't accept this hypothesis, the only alternative is to assume that the gap is bound only with an element of slash. That is, if an element of subcat cannot be bound directly with the value of the dell the gap should he initially ill the value of slash, and should then be bound with the elenlent of dep. We will call this hypothesis the Indirect B~nding Hypothesis (that is, subcat elenmnt can be indirectly bound with the dep through a lexical rule).
First consider the following seutence: This is acceptable to everyone. If we accept the Indireel Binding Hypothesis, the number of slash elements would be at least two, because in the above, every relative clause other than outermost one has at least two slash elements.
However, consider the following strnctures (wbere i and j are either 1 or 2, and ¢1 and ¢2 are assumed to be bound with NI and N2, respectively): -ta] kisya 1 politician NOM kill-himself PAST journalist 'the journalist who wrote a report that the politician, who killed himself, took a bribe' Though the sentence (ll.c) is better than the others, these are all unacceptable. Taking Indirect Binding Hypothesis, the number of slash elements for the above is 3, 3, and 2, respectively. It follows that in terms of tbe number of slash elements, we cannot explain the difference of the acceptability of the above structures.
Ilowever, we accept the Direct Binding Hypothesis, sentence (9) needs only one slash element, and sentences (11) all need at least two. Thus the Direct Binding Hypothesis is better than the Indirect Binding Hypothesis. And adopting this hypothesis leads to the concusion that the number of slash elements should be at most one.
Concluding Remarks
We have described a grammatical formalization of the relative clause in Japanese. Based oil tile JPSG framework, this formalization is characterized in terms of constraints, that is, relationships among tile grammatical features in a phrase structure and information in tile lexicai entries. In this paper we proposed the Direct Binding Hypothesis, and showed that the number of slash elements should be at most one in Japanese.
